
Liability Claims Management
Location
Canada

Challenge
A global manufacturer’s product 
allegedly caused fire damage & injury.

Solution
Conference call with team of experts.

Results
100% insurance savings and 
87% cost relief. 

Overview

Case Study 

“Our highly experienced team of claims 
professionals are agile problem solvers 
that o�er innovative solutions to help 
clients reduce costs and introduce 
the most e�ective processes.”

Casualty / Liability
Blending innovation and expertise 
to deliver industry-leading 
solutions at scale.

• Tackling serious and sensitive 
claims with care and precision.

• Integrating into existing systems.

• Reducing financial burden.

The challenge
A global manufacturer who produces a wide variety of products ranging 
from appliances to smart technology, currently has several open claims 
against them. One claim alleges their product caused a fire with reserves 
of $400k and another was a retail store injury claim valued at $200k.  

A Crawford adjuster brought a team of experts together for a video 
call to discuss and verify the cause of each incident before the o�cial 
findings were filed. The call included the adjuster, a representative from 
the client (manufacturer), an expert (engineer), and lawyer. 

The meeting gave each expert an opportunity to share their opinion 
and collaborate. The Crawford adjuster had underwriting experience 
and shared new insights into the policy. The manufacturer released 
proprietary product information. The engineer provided logistical data 
and the lawyer helped the group focus on the positive or negative 
outcomes for the client. 

The solution

Although there was an associated cost for everyone’s time during the 
conference call, they were able to diminish the cost for travel completely. 
This drastically reduced the overall cost of both claims.

In the case of the $400,000 fire damage claim, the group of experts were 
able to prove that it was not a manufacturer’s defect. The cause was a 
result of an oily cheese cloth catching fire in the dryer. The insurer decided 
to abandon recovery against the manufacturer and pursued the tenants’ 
insurer instead. 

In the case of the $200,000 retail liability claim, the Crawford adjuster was 
able to review the contract and demonstrate to the manufacturer and their 
retail partner that the language and definitions didn’t specify that the 
manufacturer would have to pay for 100% of any liability related to their 
in-store displays. The retail partner agreed to contribute to the settlements 
in exchange for a defence that the manufacturer owes money.

The results

Learn more at:

Noel Dunne, 
Vice President, TPA

www.crawco.ca/services/casualty-liability
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